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Field Potentials in Posterior Parietal Cortex
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The precise control of movement execution onset is essential for safe and autonomous cortical motor prosthetics. A recent study from the
parietal reach region (PRR) suggested that the local field potentials (LFPs) in this area might be useful for decoding execution time
information because of the striking difference in the LFP spectrum between the plan and execution states (Scherberger et al., 2005). More
specifically, the LFP power in the 0 –10 Hz band sharply rises while the power in the 20 – 40 Hz band falls as the state transitions from plan
to execution. However, a change of visual stimulus immediately preceded reach onset, raising the possibility that the observed spectral
change reflected the visual event instead of the reach onset. Here, we tested this possibility and found that the LFP spectrum change was
still time locked to the movement onset in the absence of a visual event in self-paced reaches. Furthermore, we successfully trained the
macaque subjects to use the LFP spectrum change as a “go” signal in a closed-loop brain-control task in which the animals only
modulated the LFP and did not execute a reach. The execution onset was signaled by the change in the LFP spectrum while the target
position of the cursor was controlled by the spike firing rates recorded from the same site. The results corroborate that the LFP spectrum
change in PRR is a robust indicator for the movement onset and can be used for control of execution onset in a cortical prosthesis.

Introduction
A series of recent studies show that local field potentials (LFPs)
encode movement-related variables, such as reach target loca-
tion, grasp type, and hand velocity, in the brain areas in which the
spiking activity of single units was previously known to encode
those variables (Rickert et al., 2005; Heldman et al., 2006; O’Leary
and Hatsopoulos, 2006; Asher et al., 2007; Spinks et al., 2008). A
unique variable that LFPs encode more efficiently than single
units is the movement-related behavioral state which may be
classified as baseline, movement planning, and movement execu-
tion states (Pesaran et al., 2002; Scherberger et al., 2005).

Information on the behavioral state is essential for a cortical
motor prosthesis (Pesaran et al., 2006). The selectivity of neural
activity to movement-related variables, such as reach target and
speed, varies with the behavioral state (Crammond and Kalaska,
2000; Churchland et al., 2006). It is even sensitive to the time
elapsed within the same state (Musallam et al., 2004). Conse-
quently the decoding accuracy suffers if the decoder is applied
at a different time or in a different behavioral state (Bokil et al.,
2006). A traditional approach to avoiding this issue is to limit
the application to a specific task and assume that the behav-
ioral state changes in a fixed temporal pattern as the task
sequence advances (Hochberg et al., 2006). Thus, the decoder

would turn on at a specific task epoch only. This approach
works only for an artificial test environment. A more universal
approach would be to decode the subject’s desired behavioral
state and use this information to autonomously gate pros-
thetic operation.

For such autonomous operation, a few studies attempted to
find and decode the neural signal that reflects the subject’s behav-
ioral state. Mason and Birch proposed to use the low-frequency
component (1– 4 Hz) of electroencephalogram (EEG) to distin-
guish the active control state from the attentive idle state (Mason
and Birch, 2000; Borisoff et al., 2006). Bokil et al. (2006) proposed
the cepstral analysis on LFPs or spike trains to detect and identify
a specific behavioral event. More recently, two different ap-
proaches using the large ensemble activity of single or multiple
units were proposed: a state-machine-based state estimator
(Achtman et al., 2007; Kemere et al., 2008) and a linear-filter-
based temporal duration estimator (Lebedev et al., 2008). These
studies reported high performance accuracy if a large number of
neurons are used.

Here, we sought an alternative way to achieve autonomous
operation using LFPs in posterior parietal cortex (PPC), since
earlier studies found LFPs to be more efficient to discriminate
behavioral states than spikes in this region (Pesaran et al.,
2002; Scherberger et al., 2005). First, we verified that the LFP
spectrum change indeed reflects transitions of behavioral state
by using a self-paced reach task in which the movement onset,
and thus the state transition, was self-determined in the ab-
sence of any visual stimulus change. Second, we conducted a
brain-control experiment in which the change of LFP spec-
trum successfully controlled cursor movement onset time to
demonstrate the feasibility of an autonomous cortical pros-
thesis using LFPs in PPC.
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Materials and Methods
Animal preparation and neural recording
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta;
subject E: 7.5 kg; subject Y: 8.3 kg) participated
in this study. All procedures were in accor-
dance with National Institutes of Health guide-
lines and were approved by the California
Institute of Technology Animal Care and Use
Committee. Both subjects were implanted with
a head holder and recording chamber over the
intraparietal sulcus following the procedures
described by Scherberger et al. (2003).

Extracellular recordings were made using a
single-channel microdrive (FHC) in subject E
and a 16-channel chronic microdrive (Neural-
ynx) in subject Y. Although a 16-channel drive
was used for subject Y, we used neural activity
from a single channel (the one with strongest
tuning to the target location) in each brain-
control session. The LFP and spike signals were
separated by hardware bandpass filters in a
preamplifier with the frequency bands for each
signal preset by the manufacturer (LFP: 3.3– 88
Hz and spike: 154 Hz to 8.8 kHz; Plexon). We
recorded neural signals from PRR in which
Scherberger et al. (2005) found a behavioral
state-dependent LFP spectrum (7–12 mm pos-
terior and 3.5–7.5 mm lateral in Horsley-
Clarke coordinates, at 1–7 mm subdural
surface).

Behavioral experiment setup
The subject sat in a primate chair and viewed
visual stimuli presented on the vertical LCD
monitor placed in the frontoparallel plane,
�40 cm away from the eyes. The subject’s eye
position was recorded with an infrared CCD
camera (240 Hz; ISCAN) and hand position
was recorded with a 19 inch translucent touch-
sensitive screen (IntelliTouch; ELO Systems)
placed against the LCD monitor. The visual
stimulus presentation, online monitoring of eye and hand positions, and
reward control were handled by a real-time LabView program (National
Instruments, LabView7.1) running on a real-time operating system (Na-
tional Instruments, LabView Real-Time).

Experiment 1: instructed versus self-paced delayed reach tasks
The purpose of experiment 1 was to rule out the possibility that the
previously observed LFP spectrum change reflected the change of visual
stimuli rather than the behavioral state. To do so, we examined LFPs in
the self-paced reach task in which reaching initiation was self-determined
in the absence of a change of visual stimuli and compared them with LFPs
in the instructed reach task.

Instructed delayed reach task. A trial began as the subject acquired the
ocular and manual fixation targets in the center of the screen (Fig. 1A).
After a 0.5 s fixation period, a single reach target was flashed at a periph-
eral location (�10.3 ° eccentricity) for 0.3 s. The subject was required to
maintain his central fixation for a variable delay (randomly sampled
between 1.2 s and 1.45 s) until the manual fixation target extinguished.
Once the manual fixation target disappeared, the subject was allowed to
reach to the remembered target without moving his gaze from the fixa-
tion point. After the subject held his hand on the reach target and eyes on
the fixation target for 0.3 s, he received a juice reward.

Self-paced delayed reach task. This task was identical to the instructed
delayed task except that the manual fixation target in the center changed
its shape from a triangle to a circle concomitantly with the target onset
and did not extinguish (Fig. 1 B). The circular fixation target indicated
that the subject should decide when to initiate a reach without any exter-
nal cue. While self-paced, the subject was encouraged to delay his reach-

ing initiation for at least 1.2 s after the target offset to match the mean
delay length to the instructed delayed reach task. This was achieved by
increasing the reward size with the delay length as shown in Figure 1C.
The rewarded delay range was fixed, spanning from 1.2 to 3 s in all
sessions, while the slope and minimum and maximum reward size were
adjusted daily. Both subjects became proficient in this task (performance
accuracy, subject E: 94 � 4.3%; subject Y: 95 � 3.5%). While the delay
lengths were more variable in the self-paced task, the mean values were
similar (instructed vs self-paced delay length, subject E: 1.6 � 0.11 s vs
1.7 � 0.26 s, Wilcoxon rank sum test p � 1.4 � 10 �17; subject Y: 1.5 �
0.10 s versus 1.5 � 0.12 s, p � 0.84). One might wonder whether the
variable reward size in the self-paced reaches influenced the LFP power
because a previous study found that tuning quality for spiking activity
changed depending on the expected reward size (Musallam et al., 2004).
However, we did not find a systemic influence of the reward size on the
LFP power before movement onset.

For each task condition, subject E performed 56 trials (7 trials per each
of 8 target locations) and subject Y performed 72 trials (12 trials per each
of 6 target locations).

Experiment 2: brain control of execution time and target position
The purpose of experiment 2 was to examine whether the LFP activity
could be used to control the execution onset time and spiking activity to
control the target position of a cursor in a closed-loop, brain-control
task. Note that the LFP and spiking activity used in this experiment were
recorded from the same recording site using a single electrode. Hereafter,
execution time refers to execution onset time. To decode the target po-
sition, we applied a simple linear discriminant method to the spike firing

Figure 1. A, Instructed delayed reach. The subject reaches to the remembered target location once the central manual fixation
target disappears. B, Self-paced delayed reach I. The subject reaches to the remembered target location at his own pace. C, Variable
reward. In the self-paced tasks, the reward size was increased with the delay length. The rewarded delay range (t1 � t � t3) was
fixed while the minimum reward (r_min), the maximum reward (r_max), and the slope (r_max) � (r_min)/(t2 � t1) were
adjusted daily. D, Self-paced delayed reach II (parameter calibration set). The subject reaches to the green target at his own pace.
E, Brain-control task (online decoding set). The execution time was signaled by the change in the LFP spectrum while the target
position was determined by the spike firing rate. In all tasks, the subject fixated the gaze on the central eye fixation target (red
square) throughout a trial. The hand icon indicates the subject’s hand position on the touch screen during each event and it is
absent in the movement period during which the hand is off the screen. The yellow flares in the target acquisition epoch indicate
the reappearance or reflashing of the reach target once the target is acquired.
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rate. To decode the execution time, we detected the LFP spectrum change
which was characterized by the rapid decrease of a single measure, the
execution signal. The execution signal was the difference in the changing
rate of the average power in the 0 –10 Hz and 20 – 40 Hz bands and
computed in the following way. First, the mean LFP power in the 0 –10
Hz and 20 – 40 Hz bands were computed for 500 ms bins, sliding in steps
of 50 ms. Second, the first-order time derivatives of these power func-
tions were computed. Last, the time derivative of the 0 –10 Hz power was
subtracted from that of the 20 – 40 Hz power. Consequently, the execu-
tion signal becomes a large negative value before the movement onset as
the 20 – 40 Hz power decreases while the 0 –10 Hz power increases (see
Fig. 4 D). The execution time for a cursor movement was determined as
the moment when the execution signal falls below a threshold.

Each brain-control session consisted of a parameter calibration set and
an online decoding set. The LFP power spectrum was computed using a
conventional fast Fourier transform (Matlab, MathWorks).

Parameter calibration set. The subject performed �20 self-paced de-
layed reaches to each of the two selected targets based on the spatial
tuning of a single neuron (20 trials in 27 sessions, and 10 trials in 3
sessions). The self-paced delayed reach task in the parameter calibration
set was slightly modified from that in experiment 1 (Fig. 1 D). The dif-
ference was that after 0.5 s fixation maintenance, two reach targets were
simultaneously presented and stayed on throughout the delay period.
The subject was required to reach for the green target to receive a reward.

Two targets instead of a single target were presented to ensure that we
decoded the location of an intended reach target and not a visual stimu-
lus. In the first trial both targets were green and, in the second trial, the
target chosen in the first trial was blue so that the subject had to reach to
the different target from the first trial. Therefore, in each pair of trials, the
first trial was always free-choice while the second trial was instructed. The
reward size varied with the delay length (time between target onset and
movement onset) in the same way as experiment 1 (Fig. 1C). The re-
warded delay range was fixed, spanning from 1.2 to 3 s.

After the required number of reaches was made, two parameters were
computed; the decision boundary for the linear discriminant and the
threshold for the execution signal. First, the mean firing rate for each
target during 0.5 s before the movement onset was measured and the
midpoint between the two firing rates was set as the decision boundary
(see Fig. 4 B). That is, if the firing rate is below the decision boundary, the
cursor position would be decoded to be target 1 and vice versa. Second,
the mean execution signal and its maximum negative deflection within
0.1 s before the movement onset were computed (see Fig. 4 D). We set 0.3
to 20 times this maximum value as the execution signal threshold. The
multiplication gain was adjusted so that the threshold produced a false
detection ratio of �3% during the actual reach trials.

Online decoding set. This task proceeded in a similar way to the reach
task in the calibration set (Fig. 1 D). From 0.3 s after the reach target
onset, the online execution signal was computed using the latest 500 ms

Figure 2. The LFP spectrum change in PRR is a robust indicator for the movement onset. A, LFP traces aligned at the movement onset from seven consecutive trials during the instructed reach
task. The vertical dashed lines indicate the times for fixation acquisition, reach target onset, target offset and movement onset. B, The time-resolved spectral decomposition of the corresponding LFP
traces in A. The black line represents the power in the 20 – 40 Hz band and the gray line represents the power in the 0 –10 Hz band. C, D, The same analysis as in A and B, but for the LFPs from the
same recording site during the self-paced reach task. E, F, The time course of the LFP power averaged across 122 PRR recording sites for the instructed and self-paced reaches respectively. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the mean times for fixation acquisition (instructed versus self-paced, �2.3 � 0.11 s vs �2.4 � 0.18 s), reach target onset (�1.8 � 0.11 s vs �1.8 � 0.18 s), target offset
(�1.5 � 0.11 s vs �1.5 � 0.18 s) and movement onset. G, The average movement-related LFP across 122 PRR sites. The LFPs were aligned to the movement onset. The first vertical line indicates
the time of movement onset and the second line indicates the mean time when the movement ends (0.2 � 0.03 s). The bands in E, F, and G are SEM.
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LFP segment stepped every 50 ms. The 500-
ms-long window was used to reliably estimate
the low-frequency components (�10 Hz) of
the LFP signal. One drawback of such a large
window is that it could lead to a substantial
delay between the initiation of the execution
signal and its actual detection. Despite this in-
herent delay, the execution signal computed
using this window size began to show a dra-
matic change �100 ms before the actual move-
ment onset (see Fig. 4C,D), which still allowed
us to predict the movement onset.

At the first instant when the execution signal
reached the threshold (go detection), the delay
period ended and the cursor was flashed at the
target location decoded using the mean firing
rate during the latest 500 ms (target acquisi-
tion). If the go detection occurred within the
predetermined execution time window (1.3–3
s after the target onset in 28 sessions, 1.3– 4 s in
2 sessions) and the decoded location was the
green target, the subject received a reward. The
reward size increased with the delay length be-
tween the target onset and go detection (Fig.
1C). The rewarded delay range was fixed, coin-
ciding with the predetermined execution time
window. Subject E was required to maintain
the ocular and manual fixations only until the target acquisition while
subject Y was required to continuously maintain the fixations for another
0.3 s after the target acquisition. Each brain-control session consists of
152 trials on average (range: 56 –281).

Performance evaluation in the online decoding set. To evaluate learning
within a session, we computed the success rate as a function of the trial
number. More specifically, the success rate for the latest 40 consecutive
trials was computed after each trial once the subject completed the first
40 brain-control trials. Then, a linear regression was performed to this
success rate curve. If the slope of the regressed line was significantly
positive ( p � 0.01), we considered the subject’s performance to have
improved within a session. Altering the moving average bin size for the
success rate computation produced qualitatively similar results except
for the slightly lower or higher mean values.

To rule out that the observed performance is a mere reflection of
random fluctuations of the execution signal, we first estimated the false-
detection probability ( p) for a given threshold using reach trials from the
calibration set. Then, the chance performance was computed using the
following equation: (1 � p)n1 � [1 � (1 � p)n2].

Here, n1 and n2 are the number of discrete time samples before and
within the execution time window, respectively. The first and second
terms represent the chance probability for the execution signal to stay
below the threshold before the execution time window and to surpass the
threshold within the execution time window, respectively.

Results
The LFP spectrum change in PRR is a robust indicator for
movement onset
Figure 2, A and C, shows typical LFP signals for seven consecutive
trials in instructed and self-paced tasks, aligned to the movement
onset. In both tasks fast oscillations are prominent during the
planning period while slow waves are dominant near movement
onset. This temporal structure is clearer in the spectral decompo-
sition of LFPs (Fig. 2B,D). The 0 –10 Hz power starts to sharply
increase while the 20 – 40 Hz power starts to decrease as time
nears the movement onset. This LFP spectrum change, time
locked to the movement onset, was robustly observed in the pop-
ulation of 122 PRR recording sites (subject E: 17, subject Y: 105)
(Fig. 2E,F). The consistent LFP change associated with the
movement onset can be seen in the temporal domain as well.

Figure 2G shows the average LFP trace across all recording sites
aligned to the movement onset. This movement-related LFP
starts with a negative deflection before the movement onset fol-
lowed by a positive deflection.

In addition, when we aligned the LFP signal to the “go” cue,
i.e., extinction of the fixation target instead of the movement
onset in instructed reaches, the timing of spectrum change was
more widely spread. These results verified that the LFP spectrum
change indeed reflected the behavioral state transition from the
plan to execution state instead of the visual stimulus change.

So far we limited our analysis to the center-out reach move-
ments since we were unable to trace the hand position if a move-
ment did not involve an interaction with the touch screen.
However, we could estimate the occurrence of two additional
types of arm movement inherent to performing this task: reach to
the central fixation target (rest-to-screen) and release from the
touch screen after target acquisition (screen-to-rest). Note that
the precise onset time of rest-to-screen reaches was not available
as this type of reach did not originate from the screen. Instead, we
used the end of the reach, which was precisely measured as the
time when the hand touched the screen, to detect the occurrence
of the rest-to-screen reach. To further test the robustness of the
LFP spectrum change, we examined these other types of move-
ment as well. Figure 3 shows the LFP trace and execution signal
over a 30 s period containing a mixture of center-out reaches and
these two other movement types. For all three types of reach, the
movement onset was associated with a movement-related poten-
tial similar to that depicted in Figure 2G. Recall that the onset of
rest-to-screen reaches must have occurred a few hundred milli-
seconds earlier than the marked reach end (for more details, see
supplemental Fig. S3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material).

In the frequency domain, the movement onset was associated
with an increase of the 0 –10 Hz power and a decrease of the
20 – 40 Hz power, although the decrease was less consistent than
the increase. This spectrum change is well reflected in the execu-
tion signal as a sharp negative deflection time locked to each
movement onset.

Figure 3. The execution signal. Rows show an LFP trace recorded for 30 s, its power in the 0 –10 Hz band, its power in the
20 – 40 Hz band, and the corresponding execution signal. Squares represent the movement onset for center-out reaches, penta-
gons for the movement onset for screen-to-rest reaches, and circles for the movement end for rest-to-screen reaches. The shaded
zones are intertrial intervals (rest periods). The open icons represent a specific movement sequence which is referred to in the
manuscript. Notice that the execution signal reaches the threshold (dashed horizontal line) much earlier than the event markers for
the rest-to-screen reaches as the markers indicated the time when the movement ended instead of started. Meanwhile, the
execution signal reaches the threshold closer to the event markers for the other two types of events.
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Figure 3 shows an example where the three movements were
initiated within short intervals (open icons in Fig. 3, rest-to-
screen, screen-to-rest, rest-to-screen) as the monkey adjusted the
touch to the screen. The execution signal discerned these three
movement onsets that were separated by only �200 ms. These
results suggest that our behavioral state decoder might be practi-
cal even in more natural situations in which the subject continu-
ously initiates new movements.

The LFP spectrum change can be used to control the
movement execution time
We implemented a brain-control task in which the cursor target
position was decoded from the spiking activity and the cursor
movement onset time was decoded from the LFP activity re-
corded from the same electrode. This implementation is based on
the previous finding that the target location is better represented
by the spiking activity while the behavioral state is better repre-
sented by the LFP activity in PRR (Scherberger et al., 2005). Reach
trials in Figure 4, A and B, show an example neuron whose delay
period activity clearly discriminated the two reach targets during

the calibration set. The midpoint between
the two mean firing rates was measured
from the tuning curve to use as the deci-
sion boundary for target position decod-
ing. Displayed on the left panel of Figure
4C are LFPs and their corresponding exe-
cution signals for seven consecutive trials
during the calibration set. Note that these
LFPs were recorded from the same site as
the neuron shown in Figure 4A, as in all
our brain-control sessions. The rapid
spectrum change is well reflected in the
execution signals as the sharp negative de-
flection time locked to the movement on-
set. To determine the threshold for the
execution time detection, we computed
the mean execution signal across all cali-
bration trials and the maximum negative
deflection within 0.1 s before the move-
ment onset was measured (Fig. 4D, solid
line). With this threshold, the rate of false
detection (e.g., the third reach trial in Fig.
4C) is �3% and the estimated chance per-
formance is 19%.

The online decoding set proceeded in a
similar way to the self-paced delayed
reach task in the calibration set except the
delay period ended at the first instant
when the online execution signal reached
the threshold (go detection). Upon go de-
tection, the target position was decoded
using the spike firing rate during the latest
0.5 s and the decoded location was flashed
on the screen whether or not the decoded
target location was correct. However, the
subject was rewarded only if the decoded
location was correct and the go signal was
detected during the predetermined execu-
tion time window (e.g., 1.3–3 s after the
target onset).

The spatial tuning of the firing rate for
the successful brain-control trials are
shown in Figure 4, A and B. The firing

rates for the two targets were as well separated as for actual
reaches. Note that the spike rasters for the brain-control trials
were aligned to go detection. Figure 4C displays execution signals
that were computed offline and the time when our online algo-
rithm detected go signals. This shows that the online algorithm
detected go signals with a short lag (mean � 28 ms), caused by the
online computation of the execution signal. Due to the lag, the
execution signal crossed the threshold in brain-control trials be-
fore go detection as in reach trials (Fig. 4D). Unlike execution
signals, however, LFP traces in the time domain looked different
between reach and brain-control trials (Fig. 4C). The distinct
movement-related potential is not present in the brain-control
trials near go detection, most likely due to the absence of an actual
movement. This implies that some spectral features of LFP used
in this study consistently change to indicate when to initiate a
movement, even in the absence of the actual movement and cor-
responding movement-related potential.

Because the execution signal was a simple difference in the
changing rates of the power in the 0 –10 Hz and 20 – 40 Hz
bands, the lower-frequency band contribution to the execu-

Figure 4. The brain-control task. A, The raster plot for a single neuron during the calibration reach and brain-control trials (10
trials are shown per target and per condition). Thick vertical ticks represent the fixation acquisition, cue onset, and movement
onset (go detection) from left to right. B, Firing rate over the shaded interval versus the target locations in the calibration reach
(solid) and brain-control trials (dotted). The error bars are SD. C, The LFP trace and execution signal for seven consecutive calibra-
tion reach and brain-control trials. Gray vertical lines mark the movement onset for the reach trials and the go detection for the
brain-control trials. Dashed horizontal lines mark the threshold to detect the “go” signal. D, The mean execution signal in the
calibration reach (solid) and brain-control trials (dotted). E, The mean time course of the power change in the 0 –10 and 20 – 40 Hz
bands. At the time of go detection, the power in the 0 –10 Hz band increases at the maximal rate while the power in the 20 – 40 Hz
band decreases at the maximal rate. The bands are SEM. Note that in this figure, reach trials are from the parameter calibration set,
while the brain-control trials are from the online decoding set.
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tion signal was �10 times larger than
the higher-frequency band by the virtue
of the 1/f 2 roll-off. It is possible that the
execution signal could have been con-
trolled by the 0 –10 Hz band signal alone
without the opposing change in the
20 – 40 Hz band. However, our data
showed the maximal changing rates
were in the opposite directions for the
two frequency bands at the time of go
detection, indicating that power from
both frequency bands contributed to
driving the execution signal across the
threshold (Fig. 4 E).

Next, we examined the subjects’ per-
formance. In the brain-control session
shown in Figure 4, the success rate was
higher than chance for both target and
execution time controls and the sub-
jects’ success rate in the execution time
control gradually increased as the train-
ing progressed (Fig. 5A). The improve-
ment was accompanied by the tighter
distribution of execution times (Fig. 5B).
The variance during the last 30 trials was
smaller than the variance during the first
30 trials (F(29,29) � 2.6, p � 0.05).

We conducted 30 brain-control sessions in total (subject Y:
22, E: 8) and the subjects’ performance was higher than chance
in all sessions. The peak success rate over 40 consecutive trials
within each session were 79 � 7.1, 85 � 6.4, and 94 � 4.2% for
the combined performance, execution time and target posi-
tion control for subject Y and 81 � 7.2, 94 � 7.5, and 91 �
8.1% for subject E. Among 30 brain-control sessions, we
found significant within-session improvement in 15 sessions
(12 in subject Y and 3 in subject E). Performance improve-
ment was also manifested in the long-term as shown in Figure
5C. The slope of the linear regression line between peak per-
formance and session number was significantly positive for
subject Y (Fig. 5C) (slope � 0.5%/session, r 2 � 0.28, p �
0.05), indicating a gradual increase of performance. Long-term
performance change was not assessed for subject E because subject E
had already perfected this task from the previous training in a similar
brain-control task. Throughout the sessions the predetermined ex-
ecution time window was fixed while the recording site, and thus
threshold to detect movement onset, changed from session to ses-
sion. Therefore, it appears that the short-term learning reflects the
adaptation to a new threshold within each session while the long-
term learning reflects the generalization of acquired skills or strate-
gies from previous sessions. Despite the observed learning in terms
of success rate in the task, this study does not suggest that the mon-
keys were actually aware of the causality between the LFPs and a
cursor movement or other reward contingencies in the task.

Discussion
Relation to human EEG studies
Similar to our intracortical LFP of the nonhuman primates, the
scalp EEG in humans show a behavioral state-dependent spec-
trum change in the sensorimotor cortex (Pfurtscheller, 1981;
Stancák et al., 2000). That is, the EEG also shows the disruption of
beta-band oscillations and the emergence of slow movement-related
potentials as the state transits from plan to execution. A series of
studies found that the slow movement-related potentials consist of

at least three phases in self-paced voluntary movements (Barrett et
al., 1986; Deecke, 1987; Hallett, 1994). The earliest phase is termed
the “readiness signal” or “bereitschafts potential,” while the last
phase is termed the “motor potential.” Considering its temporal
features, the sharp increase of the low-frequency power in LFPs
seems mainly related to the motor potential that begins just before
movement onset.

These EEG spectral features have been used to decode behav-
ioral states. Mason and Birch (2000) showed that the low-
frequency component of the EEG could distinguish the attentive
idle state from the active control state. Bai et al. (2008) reported
that human subjects learned to control the binary state of a cursor
using the disruption or continuation of beta-band oscillation.
While the decoding method in the current study apparently relies
on the same phenomenon as those EEG studies, it is different in
two ways. First, the execution signal in the current study com-
bines the features from both the low-frequency and beta-band
powers, albeit dominated by the low-frequency component. Sec-
ond, it uses the intracortical LFPs which have better spatial reso-
lution than EEG (Schwartz et al., 2006). These differences are
expected to provide higher accuracy and selectivity than the pre-
vious approaches using EEG.

Applicability to natural conditions
A practical issue of concern is the feasibility of our decoding
method in natural conditions in which the subject continuously
initiates new movements involving multiple effectors. This issue
can be divided into two parts: decoding sequential movements
and effector selectivity. Although it was not a primary part of our
experiment, we examined the LFP execution signals over a longer
period of time during which multiple types of reaches were se-
quentially initiated (Fig. 3). The execution signal clearly indicated
the onset of each reach. It could even parse out two movements
that occurred with temporal separation as short as 200 ms. Fur-
thermore, the execution signal was selective to arm movements.
During rest periods, the subject made multiple saccades and the
execution signal was insensitive to these saccade initiations. This

Figure 5. Performance improvement. A, The behavioral performance over the latest 40 trials during the brain-control session
shown in Figure 4. The gray dotted line is the overall performance, black for go detection, and the light gray for target control. The
horizontal dashed line indicates the chance level for go detection. B, The distribution of the delay lengths in the brain-control task.
The gray and white boxes correspond to the first and last 30 trials in the session. Variance of the two distributions are significantly
different (F(29,29) � 2.6, p � 0.05). C, The success rate for the execution state control as a function of the experimental session
number. The open circle represents the performance in the session shown in Figure 4. The linear regression to the distribution (gray
line) has the significantly positive slope (slope � 0.005, p � 0.05).
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agrees with the previous finding that the LFP spectrum in PRR
changes selectively to reaches (Scherberger et al., 2005). These
results imply that the LFP execution signal in PRR can be used to
control more complex types of movement in an effector-specific
manner.

Concerns over potential mechanical or electrical artifacts in
LFP signals
It is important to ensure that the origin of spectrum change in
LFPs is biological rather than electrical or mechanical. For exam-
ple, could the mechanical contact to the touch screen during the
planning period have led to an electrical noise oscillating at
20 – 40 Hz? This is unlikely for multiple reasons. First, the LFP
power at 20 – 40 Hz during the screen press is modulated by the
upcoming target location. Typically, the power is higher for the
contra-lateral side target. If the source of LFP power at 20 – 40
Hz is electrical noise induced by the mechanical action of
maintaining a manual contract to the screen, it is hard to
explain why the same mechanical action induces different
power modulation depending on the future movement target
location. Second, LFP power increase in this frequency band dur-
ing the movement planning period has been reported for several
brain areas (Murthy and Fetz, 1992; Sanes and Donoghue, 1993;
MacKay and Mendoncca, 1995; O’Leary and Hatsopoulos, 2006).
In some of those studies, a robotic manipulandum or push but-
tons instead of a touch screen was used, yet oscillations in this
frequency band still appeared during planning period. Last, the
oscillations above 10 Hz occurred only when the electrodes were
placed inside the brain and the 20 – 40 Hz oscillations occurred
selectively in PRR sites among the multiple sites simultaneously
recorded (for more details, see supplemental Fig. S1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

It is also unlikely that increase of LFP power in the low-
frequency band originates from a movement artifact. First of
all, the emergence of a slow movement-related potential (�10
Hz) is found in various other studies including the aforemen-
tioned studies of EEG. Second, the increase of the low-
frequency component starts before movement onset as shown
in the individual trial traces (Figs. 2– 4). If the mechanical
artifact is the source, we expect the increase would lag instead
of lead the movement onset. Third, the slow movement-
related potential was not seen in the electrode located outside
the brain. Fourth, the slow movement-related potential
showed spatial selectivity, i.e., it varied with the direction of
reach (for more details, see supplemental Figs. S2, S3, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Last, the in-
crease of the low-frequency component was present in the
brain-control trials in the absence of movements.

Conclusions
We report that the LFP signal in PRR changes the spectrum
depending on the behavioral state and can provide the infor-
mation on the behavioral state for an autonomous motor
prosthesis. In our study, the LFP activity from a single elec-
trode was sufficient to achieve �90% accuracy in execution
time control. In addition to the ease of recording and long-
term stability, the efficiency and the simplicity of our detec-
tion algorithm promote the LFP as a compelling control signal
for a motor prosthesis (Andersen et al., 2004). However, we do
not claim that the proposed decoding method is the ideal
solution to achieve the autonomous prosthesis or that its pa-
rameters, such as the threshold for the execution signal and
the temporal window length, are optimal. For example, it may

be possible to implement similar or more sophisticated algo-
rithms using spikes instead of LFPs, given that spike trains can
also show state-dependent changes, albeit less consistently
across movement directions and neurons. A comparison with
other available methods or the optimization of parameters
may be further investigated in future studies.
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